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Countless BILLIONS of $ have been spent to study our SICKNESS
Almost NOBODY has studied our HEALTH

NIKKEN has spent over 4 DECADES doing exactly that…
We are ready to share our answer with the world

Beginning Here… Now… with YOU!

Let us introduce you to the idea of a BALANCED LIFE with the “NIKKEN 5 PILLARS OF HEALTH” 

NIKKEN has set in motion a plan to help you achieve Health, Wealth & Freedom that anyone, with any 
schedule or background, can do to make the Balanced Life a reality

We are not talking about simply making a living…. or not being sick

We are talking about BUILDING A LIFE so you can live our Core Mission of “Humans Being More”



Who Is Nikken®?
A Research & Development Company that’s invested 
over 40 years studying how to make our lives better.  
We accomplish this by helping people achieve Balance 
with the “5 Pillars of Health” to fulfill our “Humans 
Being More” mission. 

Nikken® has joined the most advanced “Active 
Wellness” Technologies with a Next Generation Home 
Business Model to create the first true “Home Career”.

What We Are Looking For
We are seeking positive, enthusiastic and ambitious 
people who want to earn a great income from home 
while helping other people achieve better and more 
balanced lives.  You are now among the first to know 
about this once in a lifetime opportunity!  

The Question
Is YOUR life in Balance and are YOU ready for a 
change?  If you are seeking a new start without the high 
overhead & risky start-up costs, then you will want to 
explore this first of its kind business soon to become a 
household name.  We have a team of experts ready to 
assist you in building the business of your dreams.  



“HEALTH”
Our Active Wellness Technologies use Science to Replicate Nature so you can be 

“Be Healthy By Choice Not By Chance”

While Western Medicine & Pharmaceutical Companies study DISEASE

Nikken® has spent over 40 years and millions of dollars studying your HEALTH!



Many companies have pieces of Wellness, but only NIKKEN® has it all to provide the 
“Wellness Home” and give you the power of “Self Care” and makes your home a Healthy Home!

Now that we have empowered you and your family to be Healthy…

Our Products are designed to:
 Keep the “bad things” out
 Put the “good things” in
 Whether you are an elite athlete, struggling with health 

issues or somewhere in between, our products give our 
bodies what they need to be at their best 

 Be the highest in quality yet still be supremely affordable
 Require no training or expertise to use- if you can sit, stand, 

lay down, or read a label you are a “Nikken Expert”

MORE ENERGY & VITALITY TO BE MORE!

Nikken® Makes Being Healthy Simple, Convenient and Affordable 



We can create WEALTH by sharing the gift of HEALTH
The Power of the Nikken® Business

Getting Started is SIMPLE, FUN & FAST:
 You can Become a Nikken Consultant for only $99 + tax

1. Order/Use the Products & share the results with others-
BE YOUR OWN BEST CUSTOMER.  One of the great perks 
of being a Consultant is the ability to buy at wholesale.

2. Customers connect for free via a Nikken Consultant and then 
can order directly from Nikken at Retail with their own 
unique Nikken ID & Password.  A Customer does not sponsor 
or receive “cash back”/bonus

3. Nikken® Inc. handles all common business concerns and 
products go directly to Your Customers.

4. Nikken® Inc. pays you the difference between wholesale and 
retail, plus any bonus your rank yields, every time they order.  
Their order point volume counts as your order point volume!

Now the Full Power of  “The Nikken® Advantage” is in motion:   

Relationship Marketing:
You will be paid as your team duplicates Globally!



Our basic business model is built around the “Teach 3 To Reach 3” Plan, which unlocks the 
power of REPRODUCTIVE INCOME!  Imagine the possibilities as your team duplicates and you 

earn income while doing the things you love to do!  This is money AND time working for you-
not you selling your time for money!

5. Show “The Nikken Advantage” to those you identify as 
having a need our business can meet.  We use “F.O.R.M”: 
Family–Occupation–Recreation–Money to find out 
what their needs are and demonstrate how Nikken can 
meet them.  When a match, help them become a Nikken 
Independent Wellness Consultant.  Nikken will pay you 
on the volume that is created by every order from every 
person connected to the power of your Network!  



Putting “Health & Wealth” Together to create FREEDOM
The Nikken® Advantage Compensation Plan

 No matter your age, background or circumstances- it’s a chance for a “New Beginning” & unlimited future
 We do not get paid on “sign-ups”, training, events or tools- We only get paid when YOU do too!
 The Plan is straightforward in design to easily replicate and qualify.  We are not be burdened with 

complicated management.  This creates our FREEDOM.

FINALLY…  Someone Got The Home Business RIGHT!
A Business Built FAST & Built To LAST

How It Works
Products Cost Dollars 

Dollars = Points
***Points are equal to the “Wholesale Value” of a product 

NIKKEN® adds your + your Customers’ points 
to your combined team + their Customers’ points

Points = Promotions
Promotions = FREEDOM



NIKKEN RANKS =“FREEDOM”

 Enter at DIRECT with eligibility to earn immediate 20% Retail Bonus
 Executive- Achieve only 1500 points over a 3 month Period to earn added “Cash Back” & Team Bonus
 Silver, The first LEADERSHIP LEVEL- Achieve only 6,000 points over a 3 month period for even greater Leadership 

Bonus possibilities
 Gold + is achieved by helping others achieve the first 3 levels. These prestigious levels unlock unlimited pay potential 

with enhanced Leadership & Lifestyle Bonus, fantastic trips and other exciting incentives

Would your life be different if you had better HEALTH, more WEALTH and FREEDOM to enjoy it? 

THAT is the gift of the “5 Pillars of Health”  

You can begin that journey today with the full POWER of this Company 
& our team of experts with you all the way!

Begin to be HEALTHY Share to be WEALTHY





Suggested Demos:
 mStrides “Strength” Test
 MagDuo
 PiMag Water pH Demo
 Ceramic Fibers “Lemon Test”
 Any other fun one you like
 Sample and “touch” the products

Share how becoming Healthy, 
Wealthy & Free have effected you 
and those present!

Share “The Nikken Advantage” Tri-Folds
& “Self Care Awakening” Brochures


